AQUADAPT

The Aquadapt shower and toileting chairs offer a range of standard options, in both attendant and self propelled versions. A whole host of accessories are available to ensure that the product can be customised for a wide spectrum of client needs and requirements. This range of chairs is ideal for NHS loan stores.

SKU: N/A
Categories: Bathing, Shower, Toileting, and Commode Chairs
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Aquadapt is a wheeled commode chair that can be altered to fit your needs. There is a variety of accessories available to customise the chair so that it gives maximum comfort at toileting and showering times. There is also the option to choose between attendant and self-propelled versions to accommodate for use with carers or independently.

The chair is height adjustable by a couple of inches by using leg extension pins, which will fit smoothly into the design and cause no extra discomfort. Backrests are easily swapped in and out with the option of a 5 degree recline, or a straight backrest. The easy-to-change elements make it even easier to clean the Aquadapt – simply snap them off to get full access!

The simplicity of these commode chairs means that they’re ideal for NHS loan stores. Things like footrests, armrests, and reclining backrests are easy to clip on and snap off, meaning that making these chairs easily customisable to suit every individual’s needs. You can also remove the armrests to provide easier access for caregivers and transfers. It also makes it easier for Occupational Therapists to prescribe the correct facilities in just one simple toileting chair.
To make your ideal Aquadapt, all you have to decide is; chair style, sizing, backrest type, seat type, armrest type, footrest type, and which accessories.

**Key Features:**
- Easy to customise to fit each individual
- Comes in self-propelled version for more independent users
- Height adjustable, with optional recline
- Easy to clean and maintain